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After three years promoting innovative approaches to introduce and manage agrobiodiversity
in cereal production, CERERE project is coming to an end. Here you’ll find out all the latest
events and materials of our exciting, multi-actor, interdisciplinary project.

Public events & Materials
2019
Promoting agrobiodiversity in cereal production

CERERE Annual
Meeting, Ireland

CERERE art project,
Ireland
Led by Áine Macken-Walsh, the Irish partner in
CERERE is the Rural Economy Development
Programme (REDP) of Teagasc, Ireland’s Agriculture and Food Development Authority. A
central mission of Teagasc in CERERE to broker
innovation between diverse actors in how the
renaissance of Ireland’s heritage cereals is
imagined and practiced.

CERERE’s 2nd Annual Meeting was held in
Galway, Ireland, from 18-21 November 2018.
The event started with a CERERE public national
event taking place as part of theTulca Arts
Festival.
CERERE’s Irish partner, Teagasc, has
commissioned a public art project to demonstrate
the role of the arts in enhancing the multi-actor
approach and in enhancing public engagement &
outreach.
Three projects, comprising dialogic, spectacle and
visual arts, addressed cereal renaissance for
CERERE at the Tulca event.
This was followed by two days of meetings,
involving stakeholders, in Galway city. During the
Annual Meeting, CERERE partners discussed the
first project results and next goals. A third day
focused on EIP Operational Groups, including a
field excursion.

In this context, artistic praxis is envisioned as a
powerful tool in opening up CERERE to society
by creating expressions of the project’s multiple
scientific, tacit, and consumerist facets; using
aesthetics to draw the gaze of those uninvolved in
cereals to important public concerns; and
renaissance of heritage cereal identities through
inventive, provocative and spectacularised
gastronomy.
Teagasc has commissioned a public art project by
Deirdre O’Mahony (2018-2019) and joins with
The Domestic
Godless for
Tulca’s Syntonic
State, 2018. The
CERERE Mind
Meitheal
assembled by
artist/producer
Deirdre
O’Mahony, is a
collective
gathering of
agronomists,
farmers, social
scientists, policy
makers, heritage NGO representatives,
historians, chefs, food processors, and artists.

DIVERSIFOOD Final
Congress: Cultivating
diversity and food
quality
DIVERSIFOOD is a CERERE-related project
funded under the European Union’s Horizon
2020 Programme.
By integrating existing networks across Europe,
the project aims at strengthening the “food
culture” to achieve local high quality food systems.
The DIVERSIFOOD Final Congress was held in
Rennes on 10-12 December 2018.

•
•
•

Community biodiversity management
Diversity and sustainability within food
systems: new relationships among actors
Paradigm shift for muti-actor and
transdisciplinary research

A field visit and two practical workshops were also
organized during the last day of the event.
DIVERSIFOOD Final Congress was opened for
external oral speakers and poster presentations
from Europe and US, to better promote diversity
and food quality on both sides of the Atlantic.

Proceedings & Useful links
The DIVERSIFOOD Final Congress Proceedings
are now available here!
Find out more on the event website
Download the programme of the event
Download the concept note of the Liveseed
workshop: from trait-based to systemsbased
organic breeding
Download the Concept note of the Workshop on
financing participatory and multi-actor research

During the event, the project results and key
lessons were be shared, covering 5 key concepts
connected with crop diversity for resilient
sustainable food systems:
• Underutilized/forgotten crops: multiactor and on farm evaluation
• New approaches of plant breeding for
diversified and sustainable farming
systems

Read the article Community seed banks: hubs for
growing genetic diversity on Fridtjof Nansen
Institute website
Read the article Building Bridges with European
Seed Communities on Organic Seed Alliance
website
Download the posters produced for the Final
Congress

European Diversity Cereal Festival, Denmark
The European Diversity Cereal Festival was be held Denmark on 26-28 June 2019. The event included
parallel sessions of baking and beer workshops, field demonstrations, market place, posters and lectures.
Participants had the possibility of looking at the field collection of cereals’ varieties and populations from
all over Europe sent in by all participants and networks. The Festival focus was on heritage varieties,
landraces, heterogeneous populations and varieties bred for organic farming.
Experiences, through posters, lectures, field visits and practical workshops, will be presented and shared by
farmers, advisors, producers, processors and scientists from all over Europe.
The event was in English, but it will include some sessions in Danish. In particular, on June 27th Jørn
Ussing from Aurion talked about the use of network, and how he is using the cereal festival for inspiration
and business development.
During the event, the Documentary “Cereal Reinassance in the field”realized by CERERE partner
formicablu was previewed.

CERERE Final event, Paris
The CERERE Final Event was held on September 12-13 at the Maison des Associations et de la Solidarité in
Paris. The meeting was organized by the Institut de l’agriculture et de l’alimentation biologiques (ITAB)
and the Institut national de la recherche agronomique (INRA).
The event revolved around this question: which policy and financial measures can be adopted for the
sustainability of alternative cereals food systems in Europe?
The objective of the event was to share experiences collected during the project on the sustainability of
innovative processes in agriculture, including good practices from Operational Groups, formal and
informal locally based farmers’ networks, local authorities, small and medium entrepreneurs.

Find out more about the CERERE events: http://cerere2020.eu/cerere-events/

CERERE Articles
The project identifies and synthesises a range of best practices and research results relevant for building
innovative, diversity based and quality and health centred cereal food systems. The following articles,
realized by the University of Florence, are two important outcomes of this activity.
•

Sacchi et. al., A Multi-Actor Literature Review on Alternative and Sustainable Food Systems for the
Promotion of Cereal Biodiversity, Agriculture 2018, 8(11), 173
In the framework of the CERERE project, this paper reviews recent research on alternative and
sustainable food systems by adopting an innovative and participatory multi-actor approach
Download the Article

•

Sofi et. al., Health and Nutrition Studies Related to Cereal Biodiversity: A Participatory MultiActor Literature Review Approach, Nutrients 2018 Sep 1;10(9).
In the framework of the CERERE project, this paper reviews recent research on the issue of health
and nutritional cereal systems by adopting an innovative and participatory multi-actor approach
which involves practitioners along with researchers.
Download the Article

CERERE Editorial Materials
The project partners are realizing Booklets, Innovation Factsheets and Practice Abstracts in four languages
focusing on the case studies, the research results, the best practices, the collected solutions to best manage
diversity in all steps of cereal food systems, from seed to fork.

Find out more about the CERERE editorial materials:
http://cerere2020.eu/editorial-materials/

